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Faculty
President John H. Bunzel
will speak on the state college budget at a special
meeting of all faculty members today at noon in Morris
Dailey Auditorium.
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Spring Fees
Students base tour days this
semester to pay their spring
semester ft-es. The payment
of fees still continue beginning today until Wednesday,
Feb. 17. Payment is made in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
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A.S. Council
Funds Black
Newspaper

Protest May Follow
Violence At Stanford

By CELESTE ZUFFI
Daily Political Writer
The A.S. Council voted 11-1 Wednesday in favor of an allocation proposal
submitted by the SJS Black Studies
Department for $2,488 to continue,
during the spring semester, publication
of SHAKA, the departmental newspaper.
Opposition to the proposal was voiced
by councilman Dave Long who claimed, upon reading an issue of SHAKA,
that the "news is extremely slanted,"
and recommended ASB should not continue to fund it.
When questioned by councilman
Matsuo Furuyama as to whether
SHAKA might be funded with the Spartan Daily rather than with separate
ASB funds, Black Studies Department
spokesman, Mel Terry responded that
if funded with the Daily, SHAKA would
also be subjected to the Daily’s editing
procedures.
Terry assured the council, however,
that any SJS student can contribute
articles to SHAKA which publishes
about 5,000 copies monthly.
A.S. Treasurer, Bill Buckley, added
that the Black Studies Department is

By RAY TESSLER
Daily Investigative Reporter
PALO ALTOAlthough two students
were shot and ten arrested during antiwar activity at Stanford University, the
majority of students failed to mobilize
in support of a declared campus strike
yesterday.
The relative serenity contrasted with
the violent tangles between about 100
police and 300 demonstrators Wednesday.
However, dissidents, angered over
the invasion of Laos and "the war
related research being done by the
Lance Fredericksen, Daily political
writer assisted with the reporting for
this article.

QUICK, SCATTER!About 100 club swinging police dispurse 300 demonstrators
who gathered at the Stanford University Computation Center. Five were arrested
following the charge and two students were later shot by an unknown assailant.
The student strike is expected to continue today.
Photo courtesy of The Stanford Daily

A.S. President Bill Langan has called
a special Council meeting for 3 p.m.
today in Council Chambers to consider
action on President Bunzel’s speech at
noon in the Morris Dailey Auditorium
concerning the financial crisis on
campus because of cutbacks to the
state colleges.
Langan will also submit to the council
a proposal to reconsider the council
appointments of Juan Oliverez as graduate representative and Rich Overstreet as lower division representative
which were denied at the A.S. Council
By ROBERT PELLERIN
meeting Wednesday.
Daily Staff Writer
The council will also consider
The decision by an ad hoc Judicial
appointments which have accumulated
over the past few council meetings, one Appeals Committee could mark the end
of them being the appointment of of a two-month movement to recall A.S.
Hector Saldana as E.C.E.B. chairman. President Bill Langan.
That decision is now in the hands of
Pres. John H. Bunzel for final approval,
willing to solicit advertising to supple- and it is expected to be made public
today or Tuesday.
ment funds for SHAKA.
A recall leader said yesterday that, if
A second allocation proposal submitted by the Black Studies Depart- the decision goes against his group,
ment for $975 to send two black students recall proponents will halt their efforts
and one faculty member, Dr. Leonard to oust Langan.
A.S. Councilman David Krawitz, coJeffries, to a conference at Jackson
State College in Jackson, Miss, met chairman of the recall movement, said,
"If they ( the committee) rule against
with only partial success.
The council voted to grant only $650 of us, we will drop our recall drive for
the original amount requested. Council- good. We’ll just wait for the general
man James Lee contended, "Money put election in April and try to influence it
in the ASB fund by students, should be in some way."
The committee took two weeks to
used for students."
The additional money requested to decide on Langan’s appeal of a judgsend a faculty member was denied ment last month by A.S. Judiciary. The
* despite the current freeze in California Judiciary virtually reopened the
on funds usually available to faculty "Recall Langan" movement after the
A.S. Election Board had apparently
members for out-of-state travel.
Although the SCIP Conference on halted it.
The Election Board said illegibility of
Economic, Social, and Political Survival planned for the week of March 9-13 signatures on the recall petition left the
appeared to be a good idea by some document 68 names short of the 2,463
members of the council it too met with needed to force a recall election. The
board claimed the petition was thus
urfavorable results.
The $11,495 requested by SCIP con- invalid.
But the Judiciary, in a 7-1-0 decision,
ference coordinator Ron Harbeck to
Continued on page 3. termed the board ruling "unfair" and

university Computation Center," vow
to continue their strike despite token
participation by the 12,000 members of
the student body.
-We’ll probably shut down something
tomorrow," ( Friday) said one radical.
After the takeover Wednesday of the
Computation Center by about 150 students and the subsequent flushing out
by tactical squads from Santa Clara
County, San Jose and Palo Alto, only
about 150 personsincluding a huge
segment of high school students and

Bunzei Action Due
On Recall Appeal
designated two days (Jan. 11-13) in
which more signatures could be gained.
In addition, the Judiciary ordered that
the illegible signatures be checked by
matching them against their A.S. card
numbers.
The difficulty in obeying such an
order is that A.S. card numbers are not
filed numericallythey are filed only in
the alphabetical listing of students.
Thus, the checking could be done only
by going through the 24,000 names on
the student roster.
That process of checking is still being
carried out under the supervision of
acting Dean of Students Robert S.
Martin.
Meanwhile, sonic 90 names were
collected during the two extra days
allotted by the Judiciary. But the Election Board has not yet acted on these
signatures, preferring to wait for the
judgment of the appeals committee.
The case centers on an interpretation
of the A.S. Constitution. That document
says that the Election Board "shall
determine within three days if the petition fulfills the requirements as established in this Article."
It requires that the petition be signed
by 10 per cent of the members of the
A.S. and that the signer’s A.S. card
number accompany the signature.
That’s all it says.
I,angan claims the Election Board
acted strictly according to the Consti-

tution, and he insists it used its legitimate powers. In his argument, Langan
says the Judiciary acted from political
motives rather than on the evidence
presented.
The Judiciary and recall leaders
argue that the Election Board instituted
regulations concerning illegibility
which were not in the Constitution.
They claim the board, therefore, was
making an ex post facto law and add
that the board lacked power to declare
the petition invalid.

non studentsparticipated in a march
and rally yesterday.
Speakers tiraded the university,
calling it "unneutral" in regards to the
Vietnam war and linking it to the war
effort.
Not mentioned at the 3 o’clock rally
held in front of Hoover Tower yesterday, was the scuffling, rock throwing
and mace squirting that grew out of the
melee at the Computation Center.
Nor were the two students mentioned,
one the teen aged son of a Stanford history professor, who were shot as they
stood near the headquarters of the
conservative Free Campus Movement.
The shootings and search for a suspect spotted by witnesses climaxed a
day of protesting which began with a
noon rally at which Janet Weiss, a suspended English Teaching Assistant,
said "A shut down at Stanford University is a concrete blow against the
war."
H. 3ruce Franklin, associate professor of English, told the gathering of
300 Wednesday that "I think the
Computation Center would be a good
target."
The crowd then marched to the
center chanting "on strike, shut it
down" only to find the one story structure closed with two security guards
covering the front door.
About 150 strikers moved through a
rear gate and shattered a glass door to
gain entrance to the $5 million complex.
Two hours later the university safety
director entered the building and announced that the occupants were unauthorized and trespassing. He was
drowned out by shouts of -power to the
people."
Twenty minutes laterat 3:45
police Undersheriff Thomas Rosa
urged the students to leave the building.
Rosa told them that the center was used
by the Stanford University Hospital to
treat patients.
The demonstrators refused to vacate
until college President Richard W.
Lyman agreed to end the center’s contract with Stanford Research Institute.
Radicals claim that SRI uses the computers to produce calculations for
amphibious landings.
President Lyman responded that the
contract had been ended days earlier.
Dissidents were skeptical asking why,

Peace Treaty Rally
Scheduled for C.U.
Currently in the midst of a campaign
against the Southeast Asia policies of
President Nixon, the San Jose Liberation Front will hold a rally today at
noon in the College Union patio seeking
support for the "People’s Peace
Treaty."
Originated by the National Students
Association when it sent 11 college
presidents and campus editors to Hanoi
recently, the treaty is an attempt to
make peace with the people of Vietnam.
A version of the treaty will appear on

the Berkeley ballot on April 6.
The San Jose Liberation Front is also
working on its own version of the
treaty.
"We plan to incorporate parts one
and two of the treaty, but we will have
to drop the section regarding delegates
to the peace talks because of lack of
funds," Danny O’Neil, a SJI,F member,
commented.
Plans are now being formulated to
present the "People’s Peace Treaty" to
President Nixon.

if I.yman were telling the truth, the
announcement hadn’t been made two
days earlier to subvert a potential
demonstration.
Finally police charged through the
building and cleared out all occupants.
Then they went after the demonstrators
outside who numbered about 300 after
being joined by the others.
The crowd scattered in the face of a
police charge and five were arrested.
Late Wednesday afternoon the
gathering reformed and broke into
small factions following several fights
which occured when 15 or 20 radicals
jumped several FCM members who
were taking their pictures.
Five more persons were arrested
during night disturbances as police
even chased suspects through dormitories. Several of the arrested were
juveniles.
The Computation Center suffered
$1000 worth of damage plus $660 per
hour when the computers aren’t operating.

UPC Files
Grievance
Test Cases
By BARBARA EVANS
Daily Political Writer
With the aim of fighting Chancellor
Glenn S. Dumke’s new faculty grievance and disciplinary proceedures,
the United Professors of California
( UPC), has filed two test cases on
behalf of fired faculty members,
according to Bud Hutchinson, executive
secretary of UPC.
One case, now being heard before a
three judg: Federal court, concerns six
of the 13 professors fired early last
December at Fresno State College and
challenges the new grievance proceedures.
According to Hutchinson, the six contend that they were fired because they
were exercising their constitutional
right of free speech, and now, under Dr.
Dumke’s new procedures, they have no
real administrative recourse.
The new grievance and disciplinary
procedures implemented last fall by
Dr. Dumke give the chancellor final say
in all grievance and disciplinary
actions and reduce the statewide
faculty grievance committee, which
formerly judged such matters, to an
advisory capacity.
The UPC holds that this eliminates
peer group judgement.
At SJS, this would include the cases of
Dr. Jack Kurzweil, professor of engineering, and Robert J. Duman, library
systems analyst, both of whom had
cases under appeal when the new procedures came out.
A decision on the Fresno case is expected by the end of this month. If it is
lost, the UPC says it will appeal to the
Supreme Court.
The other case involves faculty
members in a northern California
district.

Change Expected in 72?

SJS University Status Nears Reality

By JOYCE KRIEG
Daily Staff Writer
University status for San Jose State College may soon
become reality because it appears likely the state legislature will change selected state colleges to universities.
Since 1967, attempts to change the state colleges to
university status have met with defeat. One of the authors
of this year’s bill, Assemblyman E. Richard Barnes, R San Diego, is confident this year’s bill will pass because of
the widespread support it has ceceived.
Senate President pro t empore James R. Mills and
Assembly Speaker Bob Moretti have both expressed
strong support for the name change plan. The State College Board of Trustees and Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke
went on record as supporting the measure at their
January meeting.
All three assemblymen from Santa Clara County,
Republican Richard Hayden and Democrats Mister
McAlister and John Vasconcellos, helped author the bill,
In past years, name change bills simply gave blanket
approval of university status for all state colleges.
Because some legislators and the Board of Trustees objected to granting university status to small colleges such
as Sonoma and Humboldt, this year’s bill allows the Board
of Trustees and the Coordinating Council on Higher
Education, an advisory body to the legislature, to decide

which colleges will become universities.
San Jose State will undoubtedly be one of the colleges
that will assume university status because of the large
size and scope of the college, according to Assemblyman
Barnes.
BURNS ENTHUSIASTIC
Dr. Hobert Burns, SJS academic vice president, is
enthusiastic about SJS receiving university status.
Diplomas from San Jose State University would have
greater prestige value for job hunters and applicants to
graduate schools than the present diplomas, he explained.

Other than giving added prestige to the colleges achieving university status, the name change will have little
effect on the students or the institutions. The bill calls for
the renamed colleges to remain under the jurisdiction of
the board of trustees. The colleges would not start granting doctoral degrees, nor would less emphasis be put on
undergraduate programs, according to Dr. Burns.
Changing SJS to a university does not automatically
mean that tuition like that at the University of California
will be charged to students. -We’re heading toward
tuition, whether the colleges are universities or not," said
David Brooks, public affairs associate for the board of
trustees.
"We are already a university in every way except that
1.
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we don’t grant a doctoral degree," remarked Dr. Burns.
"The state colleges comprise the largest system of fouryear institutions of higher learning in the western hemisphere," said Assemblyman Barnes. "It is clear to me that
the state colleges are already universities in both scope
and quality and that they should have that fact officially
recognized."
Gov. Reagan is one government official who has in the
past expressed doubts over the advisibility of giving state
colleges university status.
Dr. Alex Sherriffs, education adviser to the governor,
explained that Gov. Reagan sees no assurance that undergraduates will not be neglected and be given "second
class citizenship" if the state colleges become universities. He fears that the new universities would come to be
judged by their research and graduate programs not by
the quality of undergraduate education.
According to Dr. Sherriffs, the governor rejects the idea
that changing the name would give greater prestige to the
state colleges. "College is a perfectly respectable term,"
said Dr. Sherriffs.
However, he cautioned that the governor has made no
statements about this year’s name change bill Because
bills are greatly amended in committee, the governor
does not release statements on particular bills until they
.....

reach his desk Lir signature. Therefore, Gov. Reagan may
be quite willing to sign this year’s name change bill into
law.
OPEN MINDED
-We’re still somewhat open-minded but leaning to the
negative," explained Dr. Sherriffs.
If the bill does become law, San Jose State College will
become San Jose State University in January, 1972.
Changing the name of SJS to university will mean that
much of the college paraphernalia, such as signs, official
stationery and uniforms will have to be changed, but this
problem could prove to be a blessing in disguise.
Dr. Burns said that even if changing signs and letterhead stationery were to cost over $10,000, this figure could
probably be more than offset by the additional federal
funds the college would be eligible for by virtue of its
university status.
Harry Wineroth, Spartan Bookstore manager, feels that
university status for SJS would be "a shot of adrenalin"
for the sale of sweatshirts, stationery, car decals and
other college imprint merchandise.
He envisions a large sale of "last -of -a -kind collectors
items" to get rid of the conege imprinted merchandise
and greater student enthusiasm for merchandise with the
San Jose State University imprint.
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Spairimi
"Freedom of the press is
not an end itself, but a
means to a free society."
Justice Felix Frankfurter
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Editorials

Housecleaning Job
A.S. President Bill Langan, in a commendable attempt to rebuild his
sagging government, has begun a major housecleaning job of his administration and has initiated several valid projects for the coming semester.
The Spartan Daily believes that Langan’s first semester as president has
provided little evidence for his claims of effective leadership. However,
Langan is not entirely at fault. A.S. Council must take part of the blame for obstructing Langan’s programs. And, Langan was too busy defending himself
against recall charges to attempt any long term projects.
With only three months left in his administration, Langan has decided to
ignore the obstructionists and get to work.
Langan’s projects for the new semester include:
- Establishing a permanent liaison with the San Jose City Council. This
project was begun in the fall but has yet to get off the ground.
-Establishing a campus legal aid program. This would be a valuable asset
to student renters with landlord problems.
--Stimulating attendance at A.S. meetings and increasing participation in
A.S. projects. Since student involvement in government has been constantly
decreasing, this boost is sorely needed.
-Publishing an information booklet on A.S. government.
-Establishing an ad hoc publications board, composed of representatives
from the Journalism Department and the Spartan Daily, to set up guidelines
for the communications board. This is Langan’s first step in defending
freedom of the press and the Daily is impressed.
These are only a few of Langan’s ideas for the coming semester.- Others
include plans for an Eastside draft counselor and community liaison.
However. we must now ask, how long will it last?
Also, Langan has forgotten about many relevant issues and topics. What
about the child care center? Birth control counseling? The ecological movement’? The anti -war movement?
This campus is made up of a wide variety of students with a wide-range of
. interests. Allstutlents,should be included someway in A.S. government.
Although he is left with little time to complete them, Langan’s projects are
valuable. However, he must evaluate the needs of other interest groups on this
campus and come up with other ideas. Langan must make his final three
months constructive.

FOP Contributions
When paying fees this semester, students will again have the opportunity to
contribute to the Educational Opportunity Program (EOP).
The Chicano EOP had 705 students last semester. An additional 156 have
been accepted for this semester. The black EOP had 574 students last fall and
has accepted an increase of 56 students for this term.
In spite of these large student increases, it is likely that EOP funds will be
heavily cut. Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke has promised that EOP will be
-sharply curtailed" if Gov. Reagan’s austere budget is approved by the legislature.
EOP students have been remarkably successful. Of the Chicano and black
EOP students who began at SJS in September 1968, about two-thirds remained
enrolled or had been graduated two years later. Of those still enrolled, only
20-25 per cent were on probation.
If students do not contribute generously to the program, many Third World
students may be forced to leave SJS. It is cruel to give minority students the
opportunity to attend college for a year or two and then tell them there is no
money to continue.
Last semester students were asked to voluntarily contribute $1 to EOP when
paying fees. However, only $3,439 was collected from 24,000 students. This
year students will have to dig deeper into their pockets if EOP is to remain
viable.
The alternative to student support for EOP will be for SJS to remain an
enclave for the white and the privileged only.

Blackness Related
No longer can SJS students remain ignorant of the black viewpoint in print.
With two fine issues behind it from last semester and a splendid first edition
for the spring, Shaka has entered the campus scene.
Published by the Black Journalism Workshop, Shaka is a monthly newspaper -magazine which relates blackness to the college community.
The presence of this together news magazine is a welcome addition to media
at SJS. The Spartan Daily wants to see publications of all viewpoints on
campus because they widen horizons not only to the people whose interests
they delve into most deeply, but to the whole of the community.
In order to achieve a well-informed populace, the views of all peoples and
groups must be presented. This is an impossible task for only one or two news
owdia
The ultimate goal of people and groups wishing to communicate is to act.
Shaka has acted, and the success is evident by the fact that its publication is
circulating far and wide and is making a good impression.
For Shaka and the Black Journalism Workshop there is only one way to goup.
Let us hope that more people can see the value in presenting their views to
the masses.

’Victory Through Air Power’

The Last Gasp
by Vic _Ling c_ind Gary Hubbs
The clean-up from the Golden Gate oil
spill continues, and will probably continue for the next few months.
Long-haired, crew cut, young and
middle-aged volunteers, having cleaned
up with relative ease the northern California beaches, will now spend their
time on their hands and knees, reaching
under rocks at low tide to pull bagfuls of
oil stained straw out that cannot be
reached by Standard Oil’s beach sweeping machine.
What they are doing is hard and
messy work; oil clings to the first solid
thing it lands on, including rocks, birds
and swimmers, as well as T-shirts, jeans,
boots and hair.
Of the aformentioned objects, the
birds seem to have gotten the worst of
it, 96 per cent of the 1.500 birds pulled
out of the oil and treated, those same
birds you saw on the front page of your
newspaper, being lovingly fondled by
some kind-hearted worker, have died
anyway.
Although os of this writing, some oil is
still unaccounted for, it seems as if,
through a combination of luck and a
we ye -been -through -this -before -so -we know -what -to-do emergency type
mobilization, damage has been much
less than it could have been.
Yes, oil spills have become rather
commonplace. There have been famous
spills such as the Santa Barbara oil spill,
and ;he Torrey Canyon oil spill (which
coated the beaches
Great Britain and
France.) There have been numerous
accidental spills of oil and other chemicals in our water areas, which for some
reason have not received much
attention, but have been as damaging.
In 1961, on the Illinois River, a hose
was ruptured while unloading anhydrous ammonia from a barge; 42
persons were hospitalized. Five million
fish were killed.
In 1963, on the Minnesota and Mississippi rivers, storage tanks ruptured and
2.5 million gallons of crude soybean oil
and 5,000 gallons of salad oil spilled;
2,000 ducks were killed and recreation
and wildlife areas were fouled for 130
river miles downstream.
In 1967, several large slicks of oily
material contaminated about 30 miles of
coastline of Cape Cod National Seashore. Ducks and waterfowl were killed.
The source of the oil was not determined.
Also in 1967, the tanker Desert Chief,
lost between 500 to 1,200 barrels of
crude oil into the York River in Virginia
while unloading. Ten miles of the York
River were fouled, and waterfowl were
killed.
Aside from deliberate pollution by
industrial waste, which is bad enough,
all indications point to the fact that
catastrophic oil accidents will continue
to take place well into the future.
An 800 -mile pipeline has been proposed by the Department of the Interior
to transport two million barrels of oil a
day from the North Slope of Alaska to
the warm water port of Valdez in the
south.
Conservationists are howling.
The pipeline, they argue, which is to
be buried beneath the tundra plain, cuts
right across the path of Caribou migration routes.
It is their fear, which has been substantiated by a U.S. Geological Survey
report. that the heat from the pipeline,
which cannot be insulated, will melt the
frozen permafrost surface of the tundra
for a radius of 30 feet. turning the
tundra, which is 100 feet deep at places.
into a line of mud.
Whether caribou can cross that line

remains to be seen.
Earthquakes are common in that area
and conservationists argue that oil leaks
and breaks in a pipeline transporting so
much oil could destroy all life in that
area.
The Department of the Interior has
claimed that special construction of the
pipeline, such as building in cut-off
stations, can prevent widespread
damage from mammoth oil leaks, but
the department s ultimate rationale for
the pipeline is far from convincing.
While conceding that the pipe might
cause oil spills and other damage, the
department insists that the line is
needed for ’national security."
Good God, have we been, are we
now, THAT insecure?
And what do they mean by -national
security?’
In the event of a 48 -hour war with
Russia that pipeline is really gonna help
us, isn t it’?
But getting back to the subject, oil
accidents are inevitable as long as oil is
in demand. What does not leak from a
pipeline breaking across the tundra,
might very well leak from a tanker
aground in fog.
The question is, rather than building
pipelines to keep our giant pollution
machine going. what is our government,
and ultimately what are we, doing to
develop some alternate mode of power?
We’ve rambled along way from oil
clean up in San Francisco to a pipeline in
Alaska. Were sure we have said too
much, but forgive us...it’s a last gasp.

Poetry
At Half-Moon Bay
The sun hangs low
Glazing the sands
On the beach
At Half Moon Bay
Its warmth slowly ebbs
As the afternoon dies
On the dark, brown beach
The empty beach
I walk upon.
But wait, it’s not empty
There sits in the sand
One oil -soaked bird
Its small gray body
Covered black
And fifty yards outward
Are three more of your kind
Waiting together
Waiting for you.
Turn your head to the sky
Walk if you can
Two steps, three steps
Fall down in the sand
No wings to lift you
So face your ocean
Where you once ruled
From on high
Floating, diving
Skimming the water
That now moves
Slowly towards you.
The cold, deep ocean
That once was your home
Will soon be your grave
When the tide comes in
And the setting sun
No longer can warm you
Then your end will be hr..-e.
;f your end comes quickly
Because of man’s deeds
How long before
The end comes to mon.
Sleep in peace.
Horv.y Got litho
Lectu. er, Advertising

Free Eldridge. Free Bobby. Free
Angela. Free Los Siete.
The list of those whom the liberal or
radical establishments demand the
federal government release grows
longer each month. It has now been enlarged by Eldridge Cleaver to include all
blacks ir any federal or state prison.
According to Cleaver, a black man is a
Political prisoner by definition, since it is
supposedly impossible for a black to receive a fair trial in the United States.
The mass media has gone right along
with this hysteria. Bobby. Eldridge, and
Los Siete were front page news.
Angela’s trial will undoubtedly receive
full coverage, complete with sympathetic reporting of the minority of
college students demanding her release.
Indeed, if we were to base our conclusions on information from the media, it
would seem that an overwhelming
majority of students is ready to storm
the Bastille to rescue Angela.
The media has chosen to ignore (and
it seems students are unaware of)
another political prisoner.
In september 1970, Mark Huessy, a
21 -year -old American student, was sentenced to seven years in prison by an
East German court. What was his crime?
Did he address a crowd of striking
students and hint that it might be necessary to assassinate high-ranking
members of the East German Cornmunist Party?
Did he publish or help to distribute a
magazine describing in detail the
construction of bombs and other
weapons suitable for guerrilla warfare?
Was he involved in a plot to kidnap an
East German foreign policy advisor and
blow up government buildings?
Was he connected with weapons
which were used in a courtroom shootout resulting in the death of a judge?
Mark Huessy did none of these things.
His "crime- was to express an opinion in
private conversation. Mark was in East
Berlin to do research on the works of the
late playwright Bertholt Brecht, who
lived in East Germany after World War
II. He was arrested on Jan. 4, 1970, for
-agitation against the state." This "agitation" consisted of remarking to an East
German citizen that, in his opinion, if
the Soviet Union withdrew from East
Germany, the East German government
would collapse."
After spending eight months in jail,
having been denied Western legal
counsel and the right of appeal, Mark
Huessy was sentenced to seven years
imprisonment. Over a year after his
arrest, the Communist government has
yet to release, in the press or on the air,
the news of the Huessy trial or sentencing to the East German people.
Mark Huessy is a political prisoner in
the true sense of the word. His -crime"
was simply to speak freely; it was not
tied to kidnapping, gun smuggling,
destruction of government property, or
anything else,
Unfortunately, he is not the only
a ComAmerican S111(101’0 behind bars
munist country for stating similar views.
There are many, many more.
How hypocritical the American press
is to give the likes of Eldridge Cleaver
and Angela Davis so much news space
while ignoring Mark Huessy.
The next thing to consider is: Are the
liberal students equally hypocritical?
Probably. We shall have to wait and see
if a "Free Mark Huessy" rally is held on
any of our college campuses.
After readirrg this article, you can’t
use the excuse that you didn’t know.
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Quake Aftermath

Students Avoid ’Anonymity’

Compiled From Associated Press
LOS ANGELESThousands of suburbanites, who a few
days ago were snacking in front of living room television
sets, spent their second day yesterday as earthquake
refugees, napping in high school gyms or in tents and eating
handouts.
Families whose children are used to prancing among back
yard sprinklers stood with buckets and thermos bottles in
lines at churches and schools where officials doled out safe
drinking water from trucks.
The refugees are among the nearly 80,000 residents of the
20-square -mile tract in the San Fernando Valley north of Los
Angeles evacuated Tuesday after officials feared the 67million -gallon Van Norman Lake’s dam above the area
would collapse.
Officials say residents may have to wait until late this
afternoon before returning home. The water above the dam
is being drained to a safe level.
There was no gas, electricity, water and telephone service
in many areas. Drinking water service might be restored by
today, officials said.
Red Cross officials reported evacuation centers were
feeding between 6,000 and 7,000 people a day in school cafeterias.
Deaths from the shattering quake appeared to rise above
60 yesterday and damage was estimated unofficially at one
billion dollars or more.
Thirty-five bodies had been found in the ruins of collapsed
buildings at a veteran hospital, where three patients and five
nurses still were missing and feared dead.
City and county officials continued an assessment of
damage to public and private facilities, with many yet to be
inspected. With preliminary tallies already past the $300
million mark, the county’s engineer’s office said the ultimate
total likely would be a billion dollars or more.
With a four -day weekend holiday coming up, California
Highway Patrol officials predicted a -horrendous" traffic
jam around the west end of the San Fernando Valley where
freeways and other roads to some mountain and desert
recreation regions were closed due to crumpling of paving
and collapse of bridges.

Pesticide Regulations Set
SACRAMENTOCalifornia moved yesterday toward a
state declaration that fields are a no-man’s-land to farm
workers for up to 45 days after being sprayed with certain
pesticides.
The stringent regulations will most likely go into effect by
next month, State Agriculture Director Jerry Fielder
advised, unless written testimony he receives before then
convinces him otherwise.
The regulations would put waiting periods ranging from
one to 45 days for workers to go back into fields after treatment with certain organic phosphates.
Those chemicals are being widely used as a substitute for
DDT, which is being phased out, and there have been an
increasing number of poisoning cases as a result, state
officials said.
At present there are no such state limits on more than a
dozen organic-phosphate poisons commonly used on grapes,
peaches, nectarines and citrus crops. The state has required
growers only to follow the manufacturers recommendations,
which vary from one maker to the other.
The temporary emergency regulation was adopted in last
July extending from seven days to 30, the minimum waiting
period on two organic phosphates, Guthion and Ethion. The
tougher rule was adopted after workers returning from the
fields showed symptoms of nerve damage including vomiting, dizziness and sweating.
The new regulations would make that 30-day waiting
period permanent, and would set limits of 14 days for
Trithion and EPN and from 21 to 45 days on the highly toxic
Parathion, depending on the amount and frequency of
application.
Ivan Smith, executive director of the Western Agricultural
Chemicals Assn., told the hearing that the principle of a
state-set waiting period "is a practical and intelligent step."
But he said his group, representing 120 firms who make 90
per cent of the pesticides used in the west, has no comment
either for or against the proposed limits.

Students Hire Lobbyist
SACRAMENTOThe 100,000 University of California
students yesterday hired themselves a $10,200-a-year
lobbyist to make sure their voices are heard in the state
legislature on matters affecting the university.
Richard J. Twohy, 26, a law shool graduate from New York
University, said he will seek to help "conservative and
radical students alike, fraternity people, commune people,
the bald and the hairy and down the line..."
Twohy was hired as legislative counsel for the C.C. Associate Students by the U.C. Council of Student Body Presidents.
U.C. Berkeley student body president Craig Fenech called
It a "step in the right direction." But, he said, there won’t be
an end to street violence by students until "the system"
provides means to deal with student frustration and resentments.
Twohy said he planned to take positions on bills only as
they affect the university system and reflect the U.C. Council
of Student Body Presidents.
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ON THE MOVEFollowing the occupation
and shut down of the Stanford University
Computation Center, police tactical squads
charged dissidents who mobilized to oppose
the invasion of Laos and the "war related"

-New College tries to deal
with contemporary problems and understand the
source of these problems,"
explained Jack Pierce, acting provost of the program,
in his office at 414 Williams
St. Wednesday.
Now in its third year at
SJS, New College was established by a group of
faculty members and students who wanted to get
away from the student "isolation and anonymity" found
in a large college, Pierce
said.
Unlike regular college
courses, Pierce added, New
College strives for "a sense
of interrelated knowledge"
in all subject matter, and
brings together students and
professors in the common
pursuit of truth.
New College is a four-year
undergraduate program
which awards a degree in
liberal arts to those who
complete it.
EXPLORE LIFE
Students in the program
are encouraged to become
actively involved not only in
their small community, but
also in the larger ones of San
Jose and California. They
are taught to demonstrate an
awareness of others through
the curriculum offered in the
first two years of the
program.
The nature of man and his
environment is explored, in
the freshman year, from
three areas of thought: humanities, behavioral
sciences, and technological
science.
The same areas are employed in thier second year of
New College, but questions
of Man and Society, and Man
and the Future are used for
discussion.
Throughout both the freshman and sophomore years,
the New College student
participates in seminars and
planning activities, relating
his ideas in the form of
papers, poems, or other
means of self-expression. He
is evaluated, but not graded,
by other members of the program.
The freshman program
meets ’specific’ ’finer, al education requitentents of the
regular college, and its students do not take courses
other than New College
classes. While the sophomore program also meets
some regular general education requirements, the student is allowed to take from

research by the center. The coed in the center of the picture was later arrested with
nine others. The computers suffered a light
;1000 worth of damage.
Photo courtesy of The Stanford Daily

Buck Continues Climb
Into A.S. Housing Office
By STEVE PAPINCHAK
Daily Staff Writer
Amid a hassle in interpreting the A.S. Constitution,
Mike Buck, disputed A.S.
Housing director, continues
his daily climb into the A.S.
housing office.
Bill Langan, A.S. president, ordered the housing
office lock changed last
Tuesday.
Each
morning
Buck
climbs over a nine -foot partition to resume the housing
director’s duties.
Buck, by refusing to
vacate the office, prevents
Langan appointed Interim
Housing Director Mat Cusimano from performing his
housing duties, Langan said.
This is why the lock was
changed, he explained.
According to Buck, the
A.S. constitution says twothirds of the A.S. Council
must approve Cusimano’s
appointment to remove him
from office. Buck says he
will continue to ignore the
lock-out.
Langan argues that the
A.S. constitution gives the
executive the power "to
dismiss with stated cause)
any official, board member,
or committee member
appointed by him."
Langan previously stated
Buck was fired because he
was not working at the housing job. Buck, countered this
charge by presenting a list of
his accomplishments as
housing director. The list includes:
Letters sent to all Santa
Clara County legislatures,

Veteran Forms
The registrar’s office
yesterday urged all students
who are eligible for veterans
benefits to stop by the Veterans Information Station
during packet turn-in.
The station is located on
the right hand side of the
main entrance of Morris
Dailey Auditorium. Any late
forms may be turned into
window nine of the Registrar’s Office after Feb. 17

asking for their help and explaining the function of the
A.S. Housing Office.
A housing survey, listing
all available student housing.
Questions like: "Can a
landlord enter your building" will be answered in an
upcoming booklet.
The A.S. Housing Office
is in continuous contact with
Richard Suck, a San Jose
attorney contracted by A.S.
to help students in housing

problems.
In an effort to work out
mutual student -landlord
problems, landlords in the
area were sent letters, seeking solutions to housing problems.
Langan states he has seen
work coming from the
housing office only in the last
few weeks.
Buck is "more interested
in publicity than in getting
things done in housing," he
commented.

Council Votes No
On SCIP Confab
Continued from Page 1,
fund the survival conference
was denied.
Harbeck’s brief outline of
people contacted to speak at
the conference, among them
grape strike boycott leader,
Caesar Chavez, former
Black Panther Party leader,
Huey Newton, and Corky
Gonzales, a local Chicano
movement leader, met with
protests from Chicano council members who claimed
that Chicano speakers at the
survival conference might
detract from the overall
Chicano movement on the
SJS campus.
Councilman Mauro Chavez
voiced singular disapproval
of the survival conference
claiming it was not relevant
to the problems the Chicano
student faces in this community.
"How many Chicanos
dropped out of school yesterday, this is important to us,
not what is happening in
Canada or South -East Asia,"
said Chavez.
Councilman Mike Buck
contended that although he
supported
the
SCIP
conference in principle, we
must "clean up our own
backyards first."
Councilman Dave Krawitz
commented, "if we can get
5,000 people to a Richie
Havens concert, we can get

survival
a
5,000
to
conference."
A.S. President Bill Langan’s interim appointment of
Reed Sparks as personnel
selections officer was approved by Council, as was
his appointment of Liz Graham and Vic Henning as
Sparta Camp representatives.
Council denied, however,
Langan’s appointment of
Rich Overstreet as lower
division representative and
Jaun Oliverez as graduate
representative.

five to six units in other
schools at S.ls.
Once a student has cornploted the first two years
of New College, he must reapply for admission into the
program as a junior. If, at
this time, he does not wish to
continue, he may go on with
his education in the regular
college, according to Pierce.
Once accepted as a judior
in New College, the student
assumes inure responsibility for the design of his
education during the next

two years.
Upper division students
may be evaluated on the
pass-fail system used in
lower division, or they may
choose to receive a letter
grade.
The main requirements in
the upper division program
are those of some community work, an indication
in depth of study in some
area, and finally, in the
senior year, the presentation
of a thesis or a creative project.

Seale’s Book
Basis for Play
"Seize the Time," an
interpretative documentary
about the Black Panther
Party, will be presented by
the San Francisco Mime
Troupe Monday Feb. 15 in
the College Union Ballroom.
The play, based on Bobby
Seale’s book, "Seize the
Time," includes scenes from
the Chicago conspiracy trial
and involves issues of racism
and the Black Panther party.
The "agit-prop" documentary is done in black and
white, using a blend of mask,

slow motion, music and
mime techniques.
Robert Scheer, defeated
Peace and Freedom Party
candidate for the Senate, will
be present after the performance to discuss the play
with cast and audience.
"Seize the Time" is the
troupe’s first documentary
and was well received in a
November tour of the Midwest.
Monday’s
performance will begin at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $1.50 in the Student Affairs Business Office.

GRAND OPENING
Indonesian Woodcarvings
Special
Reg. $5 .95 --- ONLY $3.95
CHOICE OF:
Crab Salad Set
Deer COW
Horse
Owl Monkey Duck
20OFF ENTIRE STOCK
SVE

52 00

Artifacts Oriental
115 S. First St. IThis) Fri. I. Sat. only

THE CENTER FOR CREATIVITY AND GROWTH
599 College Ave., Palo Alto(415) 321-4200
presents

AN INDIVIDUAL APPLICATION
OF GESTALT THERAPY
with Dr James Simkin
(Esalen leader of Gestalt Workshops)

LECTURE, FILM, DEMONSTRATION
Palo Alto High School Auditorium
Admission: Friday Evening, Feb. 12: S2.00 Student
8 n.m.
$3.00 General
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Dynamic Duo Solves Problems of Spartanland
13:., CRAIG MacDONALD
Dail) Staff Writer
Who are the most talked to
men on campus" Who are
the two state employees that
have talked to every male
student and most professors
on campus without walking
ten feet? Who are the most
dynamic duo to hit Spartan land since Batman and
Robin?
Hansel Hilbert and Henry
Toste. Who" Come on, think
back to the last time you had
a problem -you wondered
how to get through Econ IA,
what to give your girlfriend
on Ground Hog Day, how to
play basketball with shorts
three sizes too big. Who did
you go see’? Not Dr. Bunzel
but Hilbert and Toste. alias
Hans and Henry.
They are the problem solvers. Because of their invaluable assistance they
were placed in a cage in the
Men’s Gym so that the male
student body can always locate them. Besides solving

personal problems they are
in charge of the athletic
equipment at SJS.
GREAT GRANDFATHER
Henry. a 67-year -old great
grandfather, is the equipment manager for basketball, wrestling, swimming,
water polo, gymnastics, judo
and, in the off season, football and baseball.
He was born in Rhode Island and came to California
in 1906 when his farmer
father sought a better climate for his eight sons and
two sisters. The Tostes
settled on a 77 acre farm on
King Road where they produced alfalfa, prunes and
apricots.
Henry left the farm and
went into the service station
business at Ninth and
Keyes --a job which he kept
for 33 years.
During the Eisenhower
Regime, Henry and his wife
31aybell were invited to a
Veterans Day White House
celebration. The Tostes went

to Washington, D.C. and had
a fine time meeting the
President. Why did they get
personal invitations? Henry’s wife was president and
magazine editor of the
American War Mothers of
California. She is also a
member of the Navy Mothers and the Good Cheer
Club.
Henry, a veteran of seven
years of problem solving at
SJS, has one stepson, Austin,
four grandchildren and two
great grandchildren.
Among his hobbies are
playing tennis ( which he
does almost every day),
running electric trains and
bike riding ( he rides two
miles to work everyday and
is a member of the Santa
Clara Valley Bicycle Association). Henry says that
riding a bike to work is faster
than driving a car and much
less polluting.
KIDS WONDERFUL
What does he think about
these troubled times? "The

’Share Stresses
Big Brother-Sister
By CINDY CRAMER
Special to the Daily
"The learning process
doesn’t necessarily have to
come from a book -what the
child learns from you as
another person is just as
relative. The experience that’s all that learning isexperience," said Tim
Collins, campus co-ordinator
of Operation SHARE.
"Sort of a ’big brother big sister’ concept is the idea
behind Share," he said.
Operation SHARE is mostly
experience -the experience
of living and learning shared
by both the child and his
tutor.
-FRIENDS"
"We use college students
as friends and not necessarily as academic tutors.
The academics is secondary
to the relationship," said
Collins.
He rninstrked, : -What
we’re really trying to hit is
the self-image of the child
first and make them ready
for learning and then the
tutors help them -not so
much with school work, but
with things related to school
work."
Operation SHARE was
started three years ago by
Gil Solano and was then a
function of the Economic
Opportunity Commission. As
the program expanded, it
was made independent of the
state and county services

and broke away completely
from EOC.
With about 22 student
volunteers, SHARE started
out to give academic help to
kids from kindergarten
through twelfth grade in the
area of the college.
SEVEN OFFICES
Today it has expanded
county -wide with seven
offices in Santa Clara
County. The program is
offered to more than 50
schools and a wide variety of
youth centers, half-way
houses, boy’s cities and community centers.
"Our evaluation shows
that we have reached our
goal-which was for the last
two school years to raise
children’s reading and math
levels one month per month
tutoring in 86 per cent of the
tutees," remarked Collins.
"If you never did anything
academic as a tutor it
wouldn’t make any difference. An awful lot of the kids
are of the philosophy that the
learning process doesn’t
necessarily have to come out
of a book," he said.
"POSITIVE MESSAGES"
Collins stated that "a lot of
other factors are involved
that we emphasize to the
tutors -that the positive
kinds of messages that you
give the teacher about the
child can help to change the
teacher’s attitude toward the
kid."
II( went In to say, "A lot of

"CONSULTING PSYCHIATRISTS"- Hansel
and Toste, alias Hans and Henry, are two of
the top problem solvers at San Jose State.
Professors as well as students come to these
men for guidance, reassurance and under-

standing. Here a junior consults Henry, left
and Hans, right. The dynamic duo are kept in
a "cage" in the men’s gym between 8 a.m.
and 4 p.m. daily.
-Daily Photo by John Ainlay

kids are wonderful. I think
things are going to get
better. We are lucky to live
at this time. If you go to a
grocery store you have such
a choice of items. People
don’t really Know how lucky
they are to be living now-a days."
Henry does not believe in
welfare for those that could
be working. "There are
enough Jobs for everyone in
society -repairing our parks
and cleaning up our streets we should not pay money for
healthy people to sit."
"FOREIGNER"
And then there is the taller
member of the duo, Hansel
(Hans) Hilbert, 61, another
"foreigner" who made good
in California. Hans came
from Illinois in 1930 when his
father was looking for work
during the depression. His
dad found employment at
Bar and Graves Cannery.
Hans found work making
wooden fruit boxes.
Then he went into the -more

financially rewarding occucommercial
of
pation
gardening -an occupation he
had for 25 years. Hans was
also a sharpener (of everything from razors to swords)
before coming to SJS four
years ago.
His hobbies include bike
riding ( to work everyday),
motorcycle riding, jewelry
making, camping, fishing
and traveling all over the
Western states and Canada.
WELFARE
Hans also has faith in the
people of today. But he
thinks a lot of people are able
to work but do not because
they are receiving welfare.
"If you’re going to pay the
healthy to do nothing you
might as well pay them for
fixing up parks or at least
doing something."
Hans has one daughter,
Betty, who probably follows
the advice of SJS’s most consulted psychiatrists, Hilbert
and Toste, alias Hans and
Henry.

Where oobi-goes
love follows and waits
upon his faithful messenger.

Black Studies Event

teachers have a ’preconceived hypothesis’ where if a
child isn’t doing well in
scnool in their eyes, this
perpetuates itself and this
perpetuation is usually found
in the teacher rather than in
the child. So he’ll continue to
fail until the teacher’s attitude is changed. Once it has,
she starts looking for success
and she sees it a lot
quicker."
When asked how he has
reacted to the program,
Collins answered that the
more experience he has with
families on the East side, the
more he feels he has been for
a long time a victim of
stereotypes.
"GOT ME TURNED ON"
"It’s really a fun kind of
thing to do. You’re not required to do academic
things-like I learned a lot
about myself from being a
tutor -from working with
kids, turning them on to
experiences around the community, taking them places
and doing things with themgot me turned on to doing
that kind of thing."
Right now Time has about
700 kids who don’t have
tutors and who could really
use someone who just thinks
positively about them -who
calls them once in a while
just to say, "Hi."
All that’s required to be a
tutor is two hours a week for
four months (one semester.)
Got some time to spare?

Fashion Show Earns $35001
A fashion show, an auction
and the support of several
local black communities
may help to send some SJS
students to Africa this
summer.
Some 83500 was collected
for Dr. Leonard Jeffries and
the Black Studies Department at the Jan. 31 fashion
show at the Los Altos
Country Club. The event,
attended by 1500 people, was
sponsored by the Blacks of
Milpitas, Santa Clara, Mountain View and San Jose.
Black women of these
communities organized the
fashion show, "Black Experience," which featured
apparell loaned from a Santa
Cruz dress shop.
’BIG SUCCESS’
"It was a big success,",
commented Gerald GM’, of
Black Studies. He explained
that everyone attending
donated from 854100.
Dr. Jeffries presented
films taken during last
summer’s African field
studies trip that 15 SJS students attended.
The African summer trip
is limited to Black Studies
majors and minors, according to Guess.
Black Experience Week at
SJS, which is slated later on
this month, will feature a
play, a black historian guest

speaker and an art exhibit.
Another upcoming minority cultural event, an AsianAmerican Studies film festival and conference, will
show "Rashomon," "Seven
Samaurai,"
"Lower
Depths" and "Sanjuro."
The event, which will take
place in April, will also
"present problems of the
Asian -American
com-

munity, and show how
different
groups
are
approaching these problems," according to spokesman Dan Kubo. Guest
speakers are also planned.
Chris and JoAnn, two
Asian-American movement
singers, will entertain on
Feb. 26, 7:30 p.m. at Jefferson Elementary School, 73
Hobson St.
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SEE AND DRIVE THE COMPLETE LINE OF 1971 TOYOTAS TODAY Al SAN JOSE’S
ONLY AUTHORIZED TOYOTA DEALERSHIP
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Film Review

tte Samourai’ Opens
Film Festival Today

’TRASH’

By TIM OSTERMAN
Daily Staff Writer
During his relatively short
existence in the public spotlight, Andy Warhol has
become a folk hero to a
portion of America’s college
population. In film he is
famous for features like
"Lonesome Cowboys" and
even his eight -hour epic of
the Empire State Building
has achieved widespread
fame.
Warhol may be a radically
different breed than the typical skin flick film producer,
but the results are basically
the same: Dirty movies that
clean up at the box office.
His latest, appropriately
titled "Trash," is an exercise in grossness that surpasses even his earlier
efforts.

AWARD?
Warhol’s rising stature is
demonstrated by the fact
that the distributors of his
new film had enough nerve
to book ’Trash" in Hollywood, asking for Academy
Award consideration. I
somehow can’t imagine
"Trash" standing beside
"Patton"
or
"Ryan’s
Daughter" as a nominee for
the year’s best film.
"Trash" follows the usual
Warhol system: sex, dope,
masochism, social
comment, more sex, even
more sex and very little plot.
What little that can be safely
rr vealed about the story
oncerns a heroin addict
Joe) who is simply existing
’ until he can bum enough
cash for the next fix.
WOMEN?
Although amply endowed,
Joe’s heavy drug usage has
rendered him impotent and
much of the film centers
around various women
attempting and failing to
turn him on with sex, instead
of drugs.
The women Warhol utilizes
are amazing. One of his

trademarks is weird women
and they abound in "Trash."
I haven’t seen such unattractive females on the screen
since the ape women in
"Planet of the Apes."
Joe Dallesandro, however,
fits the lead role perfectly.
He mumbles, slouches and
swears with such perfection
that there is little doubt that
he has probably lived a life
near to that projected on the
screen. Dallesandro must be
a star of the underground
cinema since he receives
billing over the title of the
film in the movie’s advertising and that is unusual.
As far as camera technique goes, Warhol’s effort
leaves a little to be desired.
He revels in soft focus photography and closeups while
continually bringing the
subject in and out of focus. It
becomes something of an eye
strain after 90 minutes.
I’m not sure if the actors
were working from a prepared script since much of
the dialogue was undecipherable, but everyone
seems to be having a good
time.
The release of "Trash"
(now playing at the Camera
One in San Jose) may make
Warhol richer but the
audience that leaves half
way through the flick will
remain the wiser.

k
HERE FOR FESTIVALJean-Louis Bertuceffi, 28, director
of "Ramparts d’Argile," will be on campus this weekend for
the three-day French Film Festival. His film, which deals
with Algerian and Tunisian independence, will be shown in
JC 141, tonight at 7:30.

revised and improvised excerpts from "Hair." The SJS

Theatre Workshop presentation, composed of students
from all the arts, will appear
Thursday night at 8 and 10 in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
"Walking in Space," a
complete modern dance
choreographed by Gayle Stepanek, will accompany the
live music of Sebastian Blue
and Tribe and the the lighting design of Jim Jacobs to

’sent ,

THE ROAR
produce a musical of
"ultimate energy."
The eight women and,
twelve men of the cast are
allowed to respond in any
way they want in order to
project a panorama of the
younger generation.
The production unfolds
within a commune -like
atmosphere of peace and
love where everybody enjoys
sticking together. The hurt
feelings and happy times revealed in this free -form
presentation culminate in

one of the boys being
drafted.
, The other mernbeza of the
group go into the audience,
looking for him. Since
improvisation is stressed,
the actors do what they want
and encourage the audience
to do the same.
Robin Gilligan plays
Sheila,
Terry
Cermac
appears as Claude, Art Gari-

bay as Burger and Alfred
Hansen has the role of Wolfe.
The atujii.cali,i4riginal1y
given in the 20th Century
class to contrast with "My
Fair Lady," has been expanded to provide the
student body with an educational experience in the new
unstructured
style
of
theatre.
Admission is free.
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larger colleges and universities on the West Coast.
Fantapie queried Rollin
Buckman, associate professor of Speech and Drama,
who since has been in touch
with the New York and Paris
the
planning
offices,
program.
According to Buckman,
originally there were 15
films but many were purchased for distribution and
thus couldn’t be released for
production.
non -theatrical
The remaining seven films
are being shown exclusively
on the SJS, Stanford, Santa
Barbara and U.C. Berkeley
campuses.
FIRST HAND
The purpose for showing
these films is to provide firsthand knowledge of new films
that have not been released
for commercial distribution.
The French film people are
interested in the reactions of
college students and therefore want the majority of the
audiences to be college
students.
With this in mind, the
information is being announced on the four campuses before being released
to the Alliance Francaise
and the general public.
The movies, filmed in
France, Algiers and Tunisia,
have social significance.
Three of them deal with the
independence of Algiers and
Tunisia. But all, according to
Buckman, except possibly
"I,e Samourai," have a
searching quality.

I he San Jose Music Theatre

Hair’ToHappen Here
Evolving from a 20th Century Art class, come some

Jean-Louis Bertucelli, who
at 28 is among the youngest
of France’s film directors,
will be on campus this
weekend when SJS hosts one
of the four West Coast showings of seven new French
films.
His film, "Ramparts
d’Argile," resulted from a
visit to Algiers and Tunisia
and was shown during the
Critic’s Fortnight at the
Cannes Festival. Before this
picture, Bertucelli filmed
four short-subject movies
and collaborated on several
informative series. He was
also with French television
and worked as a sound technician on several films.
Present with Bertucelli for
the French Film Festival
will be Yvette Mallet, director of the French film office
in New York. Accompanying
Bertucelli and Miss Mallet
will be Bernard Lemonie,
who has just arrived from
Paris for the three-day festival. Francoise Brion, an
actress, may also be present
in JC 141 for the showings.
EMBASSY
The opportunity to show
the films was made through
the French film office, which
is part of the Cultural Relations Services within the
French Embassy in New
York. Alain Fantapie, SJS
Foreign Language professor, an acquaintance of
Miss Mallet, heard of the
possibility the films would be
available this spring for
showing to some of the

UNUSUAL HOLIDAY SHOWS’
Now thru Tues Feb 16th

Or TM

- -1111 SMELL NINE QM

Group rates
February 12-13 & 19-20 at the
available
MontgorriRry Thentrir.
2r41-Cii4,11 or 296-1800

The first of the films, "Le
Samourai" 11967i. will be
shown today at 3:30 p.m.
Directed by Jean Pierre
Melville, it is the story of a
professional killer who lives
by the ancient code of the
Samourai.
"Ramparts d’Argile,"
directed by Jean-Louis
Bertucelli, will be shown at
7:30 tonight. It is about
Algerian independence.
"Elise ou La Vrai Vie,"
directed by Michel Drach,
will be shown tomorrow
afternoon at 3:30. The double
feature,
"’M’
Comme
Mathiew" and "L’Eden Et
Apres," will follow at 7:30
p.m. They are directed by
Jean Francois Adam and
Alain Robbe-Grillet, res-

pectively.
Sunday’s features will be
"Le Clair de Terre," at 3:30
p.m., directed by Guy Giles,
and "La Maison des Bories."
It will be shown at 7:30 p.m.
and is directed by Jacques
Doniol-Valcroze.
All of the films have
English subtitles and all but
one were made in 1970. They
are 35 mm Eastman Color
and will be shown on arc projectors.
Admission is $1 for single
feature, $1.50 for double
feature and $5 for all seven
films. Tickets for the unreserved seats may be purchased at the Foreign Language Department, Building
N, or at the door.
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eternal youth is the ultimate perversion.

o Other Store Offers Such Discounts ;
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THIRD FLOOR FASHIONS
There has NEVER been a SALE on Pant Suits.
Pants, and Blouses like this one. Third Floor
Fashions has lowered prices again!!!
here are just a few examples:
Retail
Third Floor
Third Floor
Price Fashions Price Sale Price
Pant Suit
Pant Suit
Pant Suit

$40-50
34.75
19.75

Blouses

10-12
14.00

Pants

$24.75
19.75
13.75
6.00
8.00

$17-19
15.75
11.75
3.00-4.50

’

Forum
ReRtah
1.1edefl

2999

REG. TO $SO

(Sale ends 4:00 p.m. Sat.,Feb. 20)

TAKE IT EASY
Avoid the long lines and crowds, come to the Spartan
Bookstore and do your shopping for this semester.

Spartan has:
-large stocks of new and used books
-15 cash registers for fast service
-a complete stock of books
and supplies for all courses
We are open for your convenience, until 9pm tonight.

!EVERYTHING REDUCED TO CLEAR!
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All sales guaranteed through Febrnary 27 with
your cash register receipt
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McMullen Gets Top Post
At Marshall University

Bronson Starts Hunt
For Glines’ Successor
By RICH KENDALL
Bronzan continued. "The
Daily Sports Writer
applicants must go through
Who will be the new SJS the athletic board and then
head basketball coach next the coach must be approved
season?
by the president." Bronzan
Someone might ask, who also pointed to the small, old
wants that job?"
gym that the Spartans play
Dan Clines did. He did not in as a detrimental factor to
quit. He was fired. He said of the basketball program.
the announcement of his deIn the selection of a new
parture earlier this week, "I coach, would it be his
’ saw the writing on the wall." recommendation to go for a
Glines added, "I learned man like current SJS frosh
most of my basketball at coach Dave Waxman, a
’California
under
Pete UCLA, Johnny Wooden pro:’Newell." He was graduated duct, or someone like Stan
from Berkeley in 1955 and Morrison, last year’s popuhad three successful seasons lar SJS frosh coach who
’ at Acalanes High. He then moved down to USC this seamoved to SJS to serve as son?
assistant to Stu Inman.
Or would he go after a
Glines took over as head "name" coach? "All other
basketball coach in 1966. His things being anywhere
teams have won 43 games equal, you try to bring in
while dropping 74, 39 of those someone with experience at
over the last two seasons a four year level, a quality
.with six Pacific Coast Ath- four year level," Bronzan
. letic Association games left. said.
SPREAD QUICKLY
Bronzan stated, "TechniThe word of his firing cal knowledge plus a sense of
spread
quickly.
Bob community public relations
Bronzan, SJS athletic di- is needed. Most coaches do
rector said, "Athletics is not not have this, except those
like industry, where the that are experienced at the
word gets around through high level."
trade journals. Coaches are
Bronzan continued, "Our
in the public domain and the schedule is tough. Oregon is
news gets in the papers."
nationally ranked. Cal still
"I have calls already from has an outside chance of
all over," Bronzan said. winning the Pacific 8.
"There are a lot of appli- Washington State is tough.
cants but few candidates. New Mexico is strong, as are
Our situation at SJS is Santa Barbara and Long
different from say a school Beach State."
like UCLA where they are
BLUE CHIPPERS
independently funded. Here
The increased competition
we aren’t even supported by from California schools for
the student body anymore. I players available is corndo not have the final say," ponded by the fact that

schools across the nation
come to California looking
for talent. As Bronzan said,
"The number of so called
blue chippers is not that
many."
Glines looked at what he
left behind and was not that
downcast about it. "They
need three players right now
from the junior colleges and
the thing is we had two of
them wrapped up yesterday,
I think."
"Recruiting is difficult and
demanding, and it isn’t going
to get any easier. There are
better players now and there
are more of them but there is
competition for them,"
Glines explained.
What will be left behind by
Glines after this disappointing season ends? Seven
sophomores who are getting
valuable playing time now
that the Spartans are down
to eight men.
One of the seven remaining is Johnnie Skinner, a
flashy guard from Philadelphia. Mines said of him,
"Johnnie has a chance to become an outstanding player.
He has some things that he
knows he has to work on. But
he is a pressure shooter. He
can shoot the ball with people all over hint, and it will
go in. Most of all he is an entirely coachable kid, just a
joy to work with."
Glines emphasizes that the
team needs immediate help
from the junior college
ranks, but believes that the
future at SJS although it will
be without him, will be
bright.

Streaking Spartans Face
SDS, Long Beach Again
Guess who has the longest
current losing streak among
major college basketball
teams in the country?
’ The answer is the SJS
flpartans. They are 2-18 this
season. On Dec. 5, SJS beat
the University of Nevada at
_Reno in the San Jose Civic
%.uditogima,..84.71k One week.
’later Iran Glines’ team
routed U.C. Davis, 86-65.
Since then they have lost 15
straight.
Over the last twc seasons
the Spartans have a 14-game
losing skein in the Pacific
Coast Athletic Association.
They were 0-10 last year and
have yet to win in four tries
this season.
PCAA CELLAR
The Spartans will get some
company in the PCAA cellar
if they can defeat the San
Diego State Aztecs tonight at
San Diego. San Diego is 1-5 in
conference play and 9-11
overall. The Aztecs league
win came here at the expense of the Spartans, 102-83.
The Spartans move up the
coast from San Diego tomorrow night to Long Beach
State, where the defending
PCAA champs wait for
them. Long Beach overwhelmed SJS, 91-61, Jan. 30.

The Spartans are now last
season’s frosh unit, plus consistent senior Pat Hamm.
The 6’7" forward is the third
leading scorer, averaging 10
points a game in overall play
and an equal amount in conference action. He is the
leading SJS rebounger and is
iedond’th. free throw
accuracy.
SKINNER LEADING
Guard Johnnie Skinner is
leading in scoring with 18
points a game, but has been
able to average but 10 points
a game in the tough PCAA.
Forward Leon Beauchman, 66", is averaging
10 points a game overall,
but since the league battles got underway, he has
been pouring points through
the hoop at 17 a game.

Schneider, 66", leads in
Aztec scoring with 15.
RATLEFF STRONG
Sophomore sensation Ed
Ratleff, a 6’7" guard, leads
the 49ers in scoring, averaging 21 points. Returning
PCAA Player of the Year
George Tesipm is seortern
points each game. Newcomer Chuck Terry, last
year’s JC player of the year
is hitting for 14 a contest.
Teaming in the backcourt
with Ratleff is junior Dwight
Taylor. Returning to the center position after a year layoff is Bob Lynn, 6-9 junior.

Coach Glines will be
serving his last six games as
SJS head basketball coach.
He made a premature announcement of his firing
earlier this week at the
Completing the current luncheon of Northern Calistarting five is center Jan fornia Basketball Writers.
Adamson and guard Dan
He said, "We will be
Walker. Providing what
practicing as hard as ever,
bench strength remains are
and playing the games just
Dave Gainza, Dave Paul and
like before. I try to put my
Kris Sorensen.
leaving in the back of my
mind, because I have a job to
San Diego is led by their do." Glines came to SJS in
backcourt of Van Jacobson 1965 from Acalanes High.
and Jimmie Harris who are
averaging 12 and 11 points a
contest.
Center
Gary

7.
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TWO TOGETHER-Two members of the SJS judo team practice in preparation fin coming meets. Tonight San Jose will
be the sight of an invitational involving San Jose, Berkeley,
Cal State Hayward and some local junior colleges. The meet
will be held at 6 tonight in room 207 of the men’s gym.
Novices (white belt) and brown belts will be entered by the
schools in this tournament.

Gymnast Squad Seeks
Home Tr -Meet Victory
time this season. Turpin
should score high for SJS in
floor exercise and vaulting,
while Sweeney’s best events
are expected to be horizontal
bar and side horse. However,
Sweeney will be met with
tough opposition in Brian
Kolb in side horse. Kolb from
Santa Barbara went to the
NCAA finals last season in
that event.
Also competing for the
Spartans are Bill Barnwell
and Kim Kludt. Both have
been constantly improving
this season towards a
possible all-around position
on the team next year. Kludt
performs well in side horse
and Barnwell’s best events
are horizontal bar and vaulting.
Witnessed at the recent
Nevada -Reno meet was a
tremendously strong ring
routine by Ed Sparacino. He
should be hard to beat and
score high for the Spartans,
although Chico has an extremely good ring man in
Maurice Williams.
Going all-around for Santa
Barbara are Jeff Rosen, Jim
Wayman and Jim Borg,
while the Chico team is
paced by Williams, Gary
Buchmann and Tony Lopez.

By BARBARA THATCHER
Daily Sports Writer
Strong, confident, and
eager for another win, the
SJS gymnastics squad faces
UC Santa Barbara tonight at 7:30 in Spartan
Gym.
Coming off three impressive wins over semester
"break, the Spartans, led by
seniors Joe Sweeney and Jim
Turpin are expected to do
extremely well, but SJS
coach Clair Jennett stated,
"the meet will not be all that
easy."
Santa Barbara is currently
leading the Pacific Coast
Athletic Association with a 42 mark. Chico State, althought not extremely tough
in previous years, should
present a challenge with
several of its members new
to college competition.
Assistant coach for the Spartans, Doug Hills, commented, "The young allaround men will contribute
to a strong Chico team, one
of the most dramatically improved teams in the state."
Turpin and Sweeney will
compete in all events as will,
Mike Cooper for the first

By JOHN MURPHY
Daily Sports Editor
Former SJS head grid
coach Joe McMullen was
named the new athletic director at Marshall University in Huntington, W. Va.
last Sunday.
The 46-year-old McMullen
elI replace Charles Kuntz,
who was among the 75 Marshall football coaches,
players, and fans who died in
a plane crash near Huntington last Nov. 14.
McMullen was in his
second year at the football
helm at SJS when he had to
resign after three games into
the 1970 season. At that time
SJS had a 1-2 record.
McMullen resigned as grid
coach at SJS for health reasons. Doctors had told him
his blood pressure was very
high and if he continued his
strenuous coaching duties,
he could have serious blood
clotting problems.
"I feel great now. I lost 65
pounds and my health has
really improved," commented the former Penn
State assistant coach. It is
not believed his health will
ever allow him to return to
coaching.
McMullen, who left for
Marshall yesterday, has just
returned for a 9-week
vacation across the U.S.
"It’s really hard to leave
all my friends here in San

ABORTION
COUNSELING,
INFORMATION
AND REFERRAL
SERVICES
Abortions up to 24 weeks of
are now legal in New
York State There ore nu fc,

1,1%10131144

tchtfiCtiblls at Conincrating

hospitals Only the consent of
the patient and the performlin:
Mrs sician is rerpuired
If 50111 1,1,1k you arc pregnant
consult ’pair doctor Don’t it,
If yob chow, to have an
.33
abortion. e’arly Abortions arc
simple, and safer
Abortions should ebe per
formed hy Board certified ohm’
tricians and gynecologists, with
Board certified aniwthestidogtsts
attending, in fully licensed NMI
accredited general hospitals You
should not have to pay exorbitant charges for any nf these
services.
If you need information or
professional ahnkillICC, including
immediate registration into avail.
able hospitals, telephone The
A bOr inn Information Agency,
(712-8736650), which has
helped counsel and place more
than 22,000 women for safe,
legal hospital abortions.
The total costs at good facil-ties range as follow., (inpatient
hospital service, except as
toted)
For D h C: Pregnancy up to
()weeks, $781-$310 (outpatient
hospital service); up to 12
weeks, S1854410; up to t4
weeks, $560. For Saline Induc
lions: t6-24 weeks, S560,‘,585.

ALTA
SUN VALLEY .
SQUAW
BANFF
JACKSON HOLE
ASPEN
ALL .T ,TOENT PRICES
for more information, Contact:

33 E. San Fernando
2874240
,TUDEMT WAVICtS ANT, INC.

Send your lovebundle
our ‘LoveBundle:
’And she’ll be bitten by
7: the LoveBug. That’s me ’

N,

Usually avoiable
leo less than

125O’

What better word tfilen -tove-7
What better wajt To say it fruit with the
"LoveBundle"?
A special Valentine’s bouquet, with a lift-out
LoveBug corsage to wear on Valentine’s Day.
Order it to arrive early. Because it’s designed to
stretch Valentine’s Day into a whole week.
Why squeeze your love into one day?
Available only at an FTD florist. At a special price.

THE ABORTION
INFORMATION
AGENCY, INC.
160 West 86th St.,
N.Y., N.Y. 10024

212-873-6610

Send the FTD "LoveBundle" for Valentine’s week.

AM to 10 PM
Seven Days a Week

*As an independent businessmen, each FTD Member Flortst sets tits
own ortres

Just to
push a point,
we’ll give you
40% off.

(During our back-to-school sale.)

Open Sundays 1230 to 5
Open this Monday 10:00 to 9

(

FABUI.OUSLHOLIDAY
WANTED:
College men and women for man.
agement positions in government.
Must meet physical requirements.
Financial aid available for in.
college trainees, or applicants
can enroll in special training
course on graduation. Stateside
and/or overseas travel
guaranteed.

Largest selectmn, Famous standard brands

POLYESTERS

"Stretch ’n Sew"
DOUBLE-KNITS ALL POLYESTERS
$1 00
HOLIDAY SALE
OFF

Eagle Flash Pens
Fine line felt tip pens ideal
tor fast layouts. sketches,
note taking, designing, and
lust plain writing. The firm
tip that won’t get "mushy"
and triangular design that
fits the natural writing position of your fingers make
this a sharp buy
SAVE 50%

Big 1/2 Price Sale Table
Our Reg. 50% off table with added 25% off

ORLON BONDED DOUBLE KNITS
Reg $3.00 to $4.00

SALE $1"0

$450

Reg $7 50 to $10,00
SALE
YD.
San Jose’s Newest --Finest Yardage Shop

BeilinI Artist Oil Colors
Just right for class or studio
creating. With over 50
colors to choose from you
can color them gone at
these prices.
SAVE 40%

’cash and carry only

Socour Aqua -Tee Acrylics
Elocour gives you all the
depth, brilliance, and versatility of oils without all
the fuss. These 100% acrylic polymer emulsion paints
thin with water, dry quickly,
and won’t crack or deteriorate.Aguian-TteuebesBaints are
available
SAVE 40%

f,-

REMNANTS 50% OFF, LESS 25%

POLYESTER TABLE

1969, had been looking for an
athletic director post at
several different colleges for
about a month. Marshall is in
the Mid -American Conference.McMullen was an
assistant coach under Joe
Paterno at Penn State.
McMullen had devoted a
great deal of his time in rebuilding the football program at SJS before his
health forced him to resign,

Jose. Everyone has been so
great," added the Marshallbound athle c director.
"It’s going to be along and
hard job rebuilding the athletic program at Marshall.
My first concern will be
choosing a new head football
coach," continued
McMullen. One person ir: the
running for the job is Sam
Huff, former National Football League linebacking
great.
":We are very fortunate to
gain the services of one who
has had extensive experience in college athletics.
I am confident he will provide the effective leadership we need," stated
Marshall President John G.
Barker.
McMullen, 2-8 at SJS in

yd.

FAB’ICS of TODAY
IBE Phi F N VAI LEY FAIR
AND F fOrrOR 111N1
WE HONOR ALL SCHOOL DISCOUNT SLIPSI
10 to 9.30 P
OPEN MONDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY
19 10 5:30 p.
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, SATURDAY ,
I ?-10 to 5,30 P.M.
INDAY
f’,PFN
Park Free
11 te.raos)
uuur ur
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Here’s a government position with a
real future for both men and women,
An officer’s job in the Air Force A
management level job in anybody’s
book. Certainly, there’s no better
way to get the experience and training needed for executive responsi
If you have two years of college
remaining, you could find yourself
earning an Air Force commission
while you learn, through the Air
Force ROTC two-year program
Along with college credits and a
Commission, you’ll receive$50 each
month as a student And upon graduation, that management positon
we promised will be waiting for you
If an advanced degree is in your
plans, you’ll be happy to learn that
the Air Force has a number of out.
standing programs to help you further your education.
If you’re in your final year of col

lege, you can get your commission
through the Air Force Officer Train
ing Program. It is open to all college
grads, both men and women, who
qualify
Check it out Vi I f rid that the
Air Force is oni, :, or that offer,
Ne.irr,
something for e.,,
different jobs.
.
frn-,
,
nautical env,’ ,
with almost e,or,,i
ing flymg. in
.
your dutl,
that the Al I
ta r
just as far ,ind
ents can take you
So look ahead and let yr,’ ..I
lege years pay off for you a.
managerial position in the lJ
Force lust send in this e.ourroi: or
write to USAF Miitary Personnel
Center, Dept A. RanJol, t /
Texas 78148. and get your
uate career off thn crounl
r’kZ

saner,

USAF Military Personnel Center
Dept A
Randolph AFB, Texas 78148
Please send me more information
on
Officer Training School
Air Force ROTC Program

Montana Pads
This 8 pad series of layout.
tracing. and visualizing
papers will cover lust about
any class, work. or home
assignment. And the name
Bienlang tells you of the
quality. Each 50 sheet pad
is made to serve a specific
function.
SAVE 40%

Illustration Boards We have
them all. Crescent Artists
and Engravers Mount Board
T.V. Gray Illustration Board.
Arches Water Color Board
Strathnore Bristol Drawing
Board The stippled Coquille Bristol. Linen Surface
mat board. Pebbled Mat
Board. Foam Core Board.
And many more to give you
the creative effect you need
at the price you’ll dig
SAVE 30%

Red Rope Envelopes
and Portfolios
Pack your art stuff around
in either the economical
Red Rope envelope or the
more elegant scuff-proof
portfolio of Tenon In either
black or brown. The Tenon
portfolio is zippered, sturdy,
and waterproof. The Red
Rope Envelope Is ideal for
everyday use
SAVE 40%

he’.’.........’

The point of the matter is. during our back -to -school sale, not only are pens
discounted, but so are many other items you’ll need for the coming school year.
Check out the other savings on this page. And remember, we have the most complete inventory of art, craft, and drafting supplies anywhere. Everything from
T-squares and I. ’angles, to easels, paints, and brushes, to decoupage and paper
mache. So you won’t have to look any further. And now Is the time to stock up.
Take note of our sale, come in, and we’ll prove a point
understand there lino Obltention

Find yourself in the United States Air Fofte

aammame

......,.....M......_,....--..-..m-a.1116.,.Y.M..11111...M.MIINJENY111.-J

An.

MICHAEL’S
ART, CRAFT, DRAFTING SUPPLIES
107E. San Fernando. San Jose. California 95113, (408) 288-8013
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Swimmers Duel UCSB ;
Fresno In League Action

SPARTAN BEN VAN DYKE

Indians Sport 11-1 Mark

By GARY RUBIN
Daily Sports Writer
The SJS swim team heads
into the final stages of the
regular season with a double
dual meet with Fresno State
and UC Santa Barbara tomorrow at Fresno in the next
to last PCAA action of the
year.
Currently resting in last
place in the league is SJS
with a 2-5 record as opposed
to conference leading Long
Beach and Pacific, riding
along with perfect 9-0
records.
Earlier this week, the
Spartans lost to California by
a 72-26 count.
So far this year, the swim
team has been able to register victories over Santa
Clara and San Francisco
State, while losing to Chico
State, Humboldt State, the
Santa Clara Swim Club, and
the Foothill Aquatic Club.
"We have one more meet
after today’s," said coach
Bill Jay. "But in the time begame, guard Pete Roberts fore the PCAA finals we will
leads Spartan scorers with be practicing very hard."
a 15 point average, followJay mentioned three Spared by Orndorff and Me- tans who have been consistheany, each averaging tently
points
getting
just under 13.
throughout the season. One
Tuesday, the freshmen
meet Fresno State 8-6 at
Fresno. Tipoff for that game
is 5:45. Fresno boasts Neal
McCoy, a 7-1 center, and 6-6
forward Charles Bailey,
averaging 20 points per
game.

SJS Frosh Battles Stanford
By MIKE ZAMPA
Daily Sports Writer
Not mentioned, but affected by the varsity coaching
change, the SJS freshmen
travel to Stanford Saturday
night for a 5:50 basketball
game with the Indian freshmen at Maples Pavilion.
Coach Dave Waxman’s
young Spartans will ponder
the same question varsity
men face during the last
seven games of the season.
Who will they play for next
year?
A more pressing question
faces Waxman Saturday
night, how to stop Indian
center Mike Mann? Mann, 6-

9, scored 28 points and
grabbed 28 rebounds last
week as Stanford beat the
Cal Frosh 86-67.
STOP MANN
The Spartans drilled on rebounding and the fast break
in practice this week hoping
to counter-act the effects of
Mann. Battling Mann for the
Spartans will be forward
Don Orndorff, leading SJS
rebounder with 9.4 retrieves
per game average.
Orndorff, second leading
team scorer with a 12.9 average, will look for board help
from center Ton Clayton,
alEo averaging better than
nine rebounds per game, and

forward Brad Metheany.
Stanford is 11-1 for the
year. The only loss was to
SJS, 81-80. Joining Mann in
the starting lineup will be
forwards Jim Helbush and
Steve Shupe, with Max Goldstein and John Reger at
guards.
The Spartans, 8-6, are trying to reverse a slump
resulting in five losses for
the last seven games. That
reverse started Tuesday

with a 67-57 win over the San
Francisco State Junior Varsity,
ORNDORFF TOLJGH
Orndorff paced the Spartans scoring with a season
high 22 points. Also in double
figures were Gary De Young
and Russ Ferrante with 11
and 10 points. San Francisco’s 57 points was the
lowest total given up by the
Spartan frosh this year.
Going into the Stanford

ALVIN NSW
Knits for College Girls

BMW
Sales & Service

Wa412/42q10-12czga/e

BMW Bikes

SJ BMW - Specializing In Servicing
All European Made Cars - Experts
In Porsche, VW, & Mercedes Service

San Jose BMW
1438 So. 1st
Sales- Clog Dade

292-7707
Sere. - e to.5 Mon. triru Fri.

Friday and Saturday, Feb. 12th and 13th

201 Town & Country Village, San Jose

296-7800

-Considering the caliber of
opponents we have gone
against, we haven’t done too
badly," continued Jay.
"I would have to say that
the PCAA is a very tough
league." said Jay. "Long
Beach, which is leading the
league right now should
finish about second in the
NCAA finals."
The 49ers also captured
the PCAA championship in
another water sport, water
polo. In the championships
held last November, Long
Beach defeated SJS for the
title in overtime by a goal.

is Ben Van Dyke, a J.C. AllAmerican from San Joaquin
Delta College, who has been
wianing in the 200 yard
butterfly.
-Ken Belli, another junior,
has also placed well in two
events,
the
200
yard
individual medley and the
200 yard backstroke.
The third man is Gary
MacDowell, a high school
All-American out of Alameda High, who goes in both
the 50 and 100 yard freestyle.
The PCAA Finals will be
held at Long Beach, May. .64

LAST BAY AREA
APPEARANCE
Saturday, March 6th 8:30 pm

SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM

. GLENN
YARBROUGH

Tickets 83 84
SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
available at
912 Town & Country Village next to
Fox Theatre 246-1160
Open Mon-Fri 10 to 5:30. Sat. 10 to 3:00

NECESSARY!

OFFICIALLY APPROVED
Student Health Insurance

$13.15 Spring Semester
(Including Summer$23.25)
ACCIDENT AND SICKNESS
Better Coverage At lower Cost
For the first time, coverage is also available for spouses an

dependent children.

Additional information available at Associated Students Business
Office Inter-State Scholasti Age:-cies, !rm., Palo Alta 328-7722

A DYLAN MASTERPIECE.
"It came on the radio in the
late afternoon and from the first
note it was right. Bob Dylan
bringing it all back home again.
-Then ’New Morning’ [title
song] came on. Like an early mist.
So clean, so sweet. ’This must be
the day that all my dreams come
true.’ What a love song! What a
message to all of us blinded as we
are by paranoia, grimly trying
to see through the murk and the
smoke and the blood. ’So happy just
to be alive underneath the sky
of blue ...’
"God it’s beautiful ... it is the
most reassuring thing that has
happened this year of the
bombings.-Ralph J. Gleason, Rolling Stone

"Put simply, ’New Morning’
is a superb album.... If poetry can
be a story that must be sent by
telegraph, then this is certainly one
of Dylan’s foremost achievements
as a poet. Words, music, singing,
piano work, all of the highest order.
"It seems almost superfluous
to say that this is one of the best
albums of the year, one of Dylan’s
best albums, perhaps his best. In
good conscience, all I can really say
is get it yourself and prepare to
boogie."
Ed Ward, Rolling Stone

Bob DylaeNew Morning."
On Columbia Records,
and Tapes

ii

0
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People Save Alum Park

Festival Honors
John Steinbeck
Registration for "Stein beck Country," a three day
conference and film festival
honoring author John Stein beck, has been temporarily
reopened at a reduced rate
according to Dr. Martha
Cox, professor of English
and originator of the conference. The program is
slated for Feb. 26-28 in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
A shift from the concert
hall to Morris Daily has
made extra seating available on a first come basis for
a $12 admission fee. Original
registration quotas were
filled by early December.
However, two portions of
the original schedule, a bus
tour of "Steinbeck Country"
and the Steinbeck anniversary dinner, remain
closed to new registrants.
SEMINAR
The three day program
will feature Steinbeck
scholars from across the
country who will engage in a
Saturday seminar and also
discuss films made from
Steinbeck’s works.
Some of the participants in
the conference will include
Peter Lisca, wha authored
-The Wide World of John
Steinbeck;" Barnaby Conrad, the producer of the film
"Flight;" Walter Defaria,
who produced "Travels With
Charley" and "America and
Americans; "Herbert Klein,

the director of "The Forgotten Village"; Tetsumaro
Hayashi, the editor of "The
Steinbeck Quarterly;" and
1)onald Wrye, who produced
’Biography of John Stein beck . Film productions of "The
Pearl,""Of Mice and Men,"
-The Grapes of Wrath" and
"East of Eden" will also be
presented during the festival.
According to Dr. Cox subscriptions have already been
submitted from residents of
16 states and Canada.
ENGLISH CREDIT
By special arrangement
with the SJS Extension Services, students may participate in the festival and
earn one unit of upper division English credit. Besides
attending the festival,
students must read four
Steinbeck works ("Flight",
"Of Mice and Men", "The
Pearl" and "America and
Americans",) and successfully complete an examination.
Grades will be issued on a
pass-fail basis and a registration fee of $6 will be
charged in addition to the
festival fee.
Festival registration and
extension information may
be obtained from Dr. Cox,
Department of English, 2946414. ext. 2046.

Spartag vide
TOMORROW
Jonah’s Wail -Coffee
House, 8 p.m. to 12 p.m., 300
S. 10th. Folk and blues
music.
SUNDAY
The International Society
for Krishna Consciousness, 4
p.m. to 7 p.m., Sri Sri Radha
Drishna Temple, 397 S. Ilth
St. All students are invited to
attend.
MONDAY
Jonah’s Wail -Coffee
House, 830 p.m., 300 S. 10th.
Open jam.
Alpha Phi Omega, 7 p.m.,
C.U., Pacifica. Interested
men may attend.
TUESDAY
PRSSA, 7:30 p.m., CU.,
Guadalupe. A get-acquainted meeting. Refreshments
will be served.
Army ROTC Academic
Enrichment Program, 7
p.m., Centennial Hall 149.
Subject of lecture is "Contemporary Military Law",
Women’s Liberation, 7:30

p.m., CU., Guadalupe.
Action meeting.
WEDNESDAY
Baptist Student Union, 12
noon, CU., Manzanita.
Study of the Changing
Church: A survey of the current topics of discussion in
the area of church renewal.
Campus Ambassador, 11
a.m. and 1 p.m., CU., Almaden. Speaker is Bob Berger.
Subject on how to study the
old testament.
THURSDAY
Spartan Chinese Club, 7
p.m., Intercultural Center,
484 E. San Fernando. Get together dinner. Discuss
Spring Activities and plan
for Chinese cultural week in
April.
Women’s International
League for Peace and Freedom, 8 p.m., Sumitomo Bank
Building, 515 N. 1st. Will concentrate on the subject of
draft repeal. Urges all citizens, especially those who
are facing the draft to
attend.

ECOLOGICAL PROGRESS-Stewart L. Udall, former
secretary of the interior, called for a new definition of progress that takes the humanistic approach into account, when
he spoke in the Loma Prieta room of the College Union last
Wednesday night.
-Daily photo by Carlo Brusachetti.

Udall Says Bigger
Not Always Best
"We must re-define progress and environment,"
said Stewart L. Udall,
former secretary of the
interior, when he spoke in
the Loma Prieta Room of the
College Union Wednesday
night.
Udall, now head of the
ecology-oriented Overview
Group, said America was
facing a value revolution in
choosing between traditional
patterns of "progress" and
survival.
"Our exemplars of progress are working against
us; our freeways, airlines,
and skyscrapers," Udall
said, pointing out that
growth no longer means the
longest oil line or the biggest
aircraft, but rather an
improvement of man’s

natural environment.
To save the environment,
Udall continued, man must
begin to place more emphasis on the humanistic
side of life, instead of the
mechanistic, returning to a
simpler life style where
"bigger" is not always
"better".
Udall said Americans
must begin to divide the "fat
life" of industrial growth
from the "good life" of a
healthy environment.
Udall expressed enthusiasm regarding President
Nixon’s recent proposals for
improvement of the environment, but added that the
present budget left little
room for research or
development on a F’edera
level,

Why Cars Leave Home
with good hot water, softener good suds from a biodegradable soap --and a wax that’s sheer splendor

354
AUTO .riNLA51-,1

JUJITSU

FREE HERB TEA at the Christanada
Natural Foods Open? daYs, 9 Am 7
p in35 S 4th St 287 5410
FOR ENGAGED GIRLS. come to San
Jose’s f inest Bridal Show Bridal Festi
vat 71 in the Jay McCabe Hall, San
Jose Civic Aud. on Feb. 20k 21, 1971.
Six big shows. Top rated musical,
Trousseau S. Bridal Fashion Show For
your FREE tickets call 257 3161 or
write Show Manager, 19144 Brookview
Dr Saratoga. Calif 95070.
FREE Couch and folding bed
Torn 295 5781

Call

AllIOMOTIVI 121
FOR SALE 4 650 13 Snow & Mud
Tires. Good Coed Call Dan at 297 0273
S40 for set or 948 9309

804 LINCOLN AVE.

What you should know about diamonds
when you know it’s for keeps

55 Chevy 2 door sedan. 264 5438
63 Olds Cutlass, wht bucket seats auto
mate floor shift, heater. radio fine car
best otter Call 356 8364
1968 SAAB: with low mileage, air
conditioning. & radial ply tires. Call
Mike at 287 4840 eves. or 294 6414 ext.
2484 days.
Ana 66 rblt 1500 eng r win, lug. rack
Porche shift. c ig. lighter, extras clean,
5900 48 S. 7th 292 1781.
"SACRIFICE" 1962 Fiat roadster,
1200 series "Immaculate" Michelin
tires, radio, rag top. S500, Call 251.
4018 Ask for Joe or Charlie.

Lesson

’AS Fairlane "SOO", V 8, auto, radio,
clean, good mech, cond, call evenings
266 8958.

Classes Tue. & Fri. 7:30-9:00 P.M.
S15/Month - No Contract
Spectators Welcome

Academi01 Sett- dense
701-7A Kings

Row

(Near 10th & Gish)
Phone 287-6829 (Tue. & Fri. Eve.)

dreamed .,Innii
diamond engagement ring
sand times But now
know its for keeps. it’, lino ii.
stop dreaming and start 1,1111MI,
about diamonds and their sal..
flecause 0,, two diamond,
ha,
are exactly alike.
adopted exacting .tandatils to de
termine the relator. sable of each
and esers diamond i, the world.
These standards include a dia.
mond’, size (carat weight), color.

SAlf
Old books, postcards, newspapers,
furniture, glassware, collectables of
all kinds. 957 So 1st.

Although ICi important to
know the farts about diamonds,
don’t hare to be an
4 VIII III choose a Keepsake Dia.
mood Ring . because Keepsake
iveiriinteri a diamond of fine white
tido.; II and perfect clay,
iit le 1/1.11,111I III aSSIIIVII. The fa
ri ’ii. k,pink CC,-, 1 Ii, ate provides
pr III.L114 III I ug,t1 anon. fradein
tliti and loot,’ non against loss
of ilitinotnli, loan thi
( (11,0R. huh , hoc donionds are
qui ta’’’ an,1 ‘id," l’undulgin
Other shad, in tel.doli toil, of
blue, willon,
their nooft avi
/noun 41.1

ACCEP
POOP STAMPS

t3f,LK GRAINS
NUTS

I

EA911 AP LES

cRC,

"Big Sur A Frame. Isolated, Pool 8,
other facilities suitabl? for a small
summer camp 48 acres S69.500" P.O.
box 3682 Carmel, Ca 93921.

bath, retie, no
For rent 2 ems, turn
stove. Util & elec paid. Quiet single or
grad. 5 blks from sch, $65 rno. 665 S.
10th, 295 1255 after 6.

CLASSICAL GUITAR excellent con
dition hardly used, new 590 now 550.
Call Steve at 287-6063 eve. only.

Girls /urn. 2 berm apt 2 blk SAS No
lease required Freshly deco 451 S.
10th St 10 a.m to 2 p.m. CY2 1327.

Honeywell Pentax NiA Cam w
Honeywell light meter & case Was
$200. Now S135 . superb condition. 275
0596

FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED
To share 2 bdrm apt. Royal Lanai 558
p mos non smokers 259 7621.
FREE COTTAGE for girl Exchange
hrs homework per day. Car necessary 14750 Clayton rd. 258.1276.

1969 Karmann Ghia low mileage, no
cellent condition and very clean. Must
sell. Call Art, 247 2143, anytime.
Mimi Flea Market-Paperbacks 25
cents, Hardbacks 51.00 Values to
510.00 Phone 289 8791, 354 Royal Ave.
across from San Carlos Orchard
Supply

Christian Chineese Sunday Service
held in Campus Christian Center 2.30
pm every Sun. from Feb. 14 Located at
300 So. 10th St., Call 293 3951.
For Rent: Office with adioining photo.
graphic dark room. One half block
from library. Exc location for school
affiliated business office. 560.mo00 g.
4th II. 2874387.

Waterbeds.UL approved htr 10hr.
War on bag W safety liner. Queen or
King kit 699 Free del and install. 1424
Searcy On S J Call 265 5485.
Poppies. steed good 005,5e5-7 weeks old.
55 eachStm. Lab. Doberman Cali 259543S After 4 00.

Female Ramat., needed for large tar.
apt near campus. Upper division S.
nonsmoker, Call 295.7936.

G.E. Port. stereo model 400, new car
trudge w headphones. 550 or offer.
National NC 300 amateur band rcyr.
5120. call Art after 6 6PM, 264,2457.

Needed 1 Female Roorriate to share
room in nice 2 bdrm. apt. $51.50 a
month Call 289 8467.
Own room in a 3 bedroom apt. 556 a
month 628 So. 10th St. no. 7. Furnished
new apt Leave mess. if no one’s home,

CORNER STUDIO COUCH GROUP makes unto 2 single beds Rini. cond.
Good for srn apt Evenings 266.9958.

Male Roomate needed, S6710 a month
plus utls., own room, unfurn, Call Jim,
295-30611, After 6:00 P.M.

HELP WANTED 141
Help: I or 2 Babysitters needed for 3
yr old girl while mother attends night
classes on M.T,W,TH 296 5454.

Female Roomate wanted to share 2
bdrm. apt , upper division 150.00, 439
So 4th 294-6922

SECRETARY HELPER WANTED
Please call Mr Lo at 298.2571.

Quiet area, duplex, back yd. Fem.
upper din or grad. 5 min from campus, toshare w I girl & shaggy dog $55
call 286,8869 after S.

Earn at home. Address envelopes full
or part time Send stamped, self
addressed envelope. SCC Dept. 5,
11090 Strathmore No 17. L A., Ca
90024

CI. SR ITN’ Ii, loom,/ il hi In, ii,
S v
mime of on.;11 ittitito ii
fit I th onoind 11, i. no imp!. ttirs
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I,
lb.. dial free day o
toalit long ;Ito one 900.213 1/00o
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call 000.912
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more if the no dip,
increase et,
I gr I III.I
1111t
remains
moods of inferior
Wally be worth less than voalli
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RADIO HAS
COME TO SAN JOSE
ANDJHE BAY COMMUNITY
BROA CASTING 24 HRS. A DAY
FROM THE 13TH FLOOR
OF THE TOWERS MONOLITH
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Roommates Wanted: to share house
287 N 10th 150 month Call 287 7586 and
leave name and phone no Offer good
tor limited time only!

FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED
IMMEDIATELY to share 2 bdrm apt.
near campus. 430 S 9th no. 6. Call
NOW 287 4796,

10S1 AND FOUND
Kech
LOST 12wRold pup Shep
lost 19 near Reed & 5th
Hound
Black tan with white noise rt front
paw 294 2464

Large Fero. 1 bcIrm. apt. S115 Month.
Perfect 4 couple 134 E Reed St. no 2.
286 6550 3 Blocks from SJS

FELLOWS Rooms for rent Willow
Glen Area 550Mo w Kitchen Priv. 294
7579 Congenial Atmosphere!

BON

90, SYRACttit , NEW

I (11111

Female Roommate needed to Share 3
bedroom house WI other chicks 555
mo 298 5499
GRADUATE FEMALE ROOMATE
NEEDED to share 1 bdrm in a large
nice turn apt with fireplace close to
campus 56250 call 297 0315
Female or Male roommate pot turn
room in ig house. Oil paid 070 rno 73
So 7th, , blk from SJS call Eric 298
S850

Announe,...,,nh II)

" Automotive (2)
(-1 Far Sale 131

I’

-

a. ...M.

r

3 00
350

3.75

3,90

.50

50

.50

.50

i

Help Wanted (4)
Housing IS)
Latt led head

PERSONALS
9th Wedding
son’s 2nd
to wife T
Policy, 298

Permanent Hair Removal. Face and
Body Darlene M Miller, RE.247 No
Third, San Jose 29S-0995,
Help buy kidney reach, for needy
young man, Send your Betty Crocker
coupons to Darryll Salvadori 49 Ward
St , Healdsburg, Ca Hurry. 800,000
needed
TRANSPORTATION

9

STUDENT RAVEL. TRIPS. CHARTERS EUROPE. ORIENT, AROUND
THE WORLD, Write, S.T.O.P. 2150C
Shattuck Berkeley CAL. 94704 Or we
TRAVEL AGENT.
EUROPE CHARTER FLIGHTS,
several schedules available from West
Coast to London, Amsterdam and
Frankfurt Winter flights 5260 to 3315
roundtrip, Of 5150 one way. Coo,’
dinator; Prof Margaret R Paal 247
Roycroft Ave Long Beach, y0802
Phone 113 438 2179
........................

No refunds on cancelled ads Print your ad here:

Print Name
Address

,

Pirrsnrills (1)
Services Ill
Treespiortahoe 191

and spaces for each line)

For,
-

City

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION

1’1201

Rewrite.
DISSERTATIONS Theses:
edit, for style, organization, reada
’bility No typing 265-6413.

Earl Owens Congrats on
Anniversary t yngst
birthday. Best wishes
Family. Honesty ts Best
6434

2 BEDROOM APTS., S125 Stove &
Refrig New Paint & Drapes, Carpet
ing. Laundry Facilities, Extra Stor
age 293 5995. 5 min from Campus.

RMT NEEDED S60 rno own room be
turn apt pOol sauna 15 min from
campus Call Lois or Sandy 377 9075.

Typing-term papers, etc., other
ienced and fast Phone 269.8674,

Attract, 4 EcIrm Willow Glen Home
has 2 Bdrm Avail, Fully turn. Ind
stereo, TV, Washer, Dryer Prefer to
share w. 2 amiable girls Free food or
negot. rent for light housework.
Strictly platonic scene desired. Rent
S70. Call or come by Gary John 266
5779, 1065 Pine Ave.

Male Roomle wanted to share mod 2
berm apt w 3 others 550 rno 643 S. 9th
no 7 CALL 2070209

Girls: turn 2 beirrn apt z talk SJS No
lease required Freshly deco 451 S.
10th St 10 a m to 2 p in CY2 1327

done.any kind.spec
ializing In model composites, port
folios, the unusual Ask for D.J. 2750596.

Girl 560 mod. fur. 1 bdrm apt. 2 blk
SJS Pool own rm Late nite calls OK
298.1333.

1 Bdrm, 1!, bath win cpts. drapes.
A E K , very clean enclosed parking,
5190 548 So 9th 267 3854, 286 1350

hued tee
KEEPSAKE,

Keep a clean machine. Cars rubbed
out, waxed while you’re in class
Reasonable Park 75 S. 7th Ask for Bob

AUTO INSURANCEMONTHLY
PAYMENTS NO one refused -Annual
Liability Rates Married or single age
24 a over $94, Married 21 24 5163
Single men 749.25 under 5250. Mr Toll
241 3900

Student rentals, 2 ex 3 bedrooms turn
695 So 11th, Call Sharon at 287 1340
After 1 pm

$0115101, 161

2.50
3 00
3.50
4.00

.50

TV’S FOR RENT - SPECIAL STU
DENT RATE: 00.00 per month. Call
377-2935.

Female Student room board, small
salary for light duty near bus line. Call
243 0399.

2.40
2.90
3.40

2.00
2 50

CeIRISTANADA NATURAL FOODS.
Ginsegg, vitamins -minerals, Snack
bar, organic grains, organic produce,
Jude bar. Yoga literature, macrobiotic
food, cook books, spiritual books,
incense. 35 S. 4th St. Open 7 days. 9
Arn
7 pm 2015410.

COEDSiNEED EXTRA cash or a free
wardrobe our representative plan
allows you to earn at your liesure.
Apply 3rd floor Fashions 31 Fountain
Alley San Jose Between 10.3 daily.

2.25
2 75
3.25

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

LUNCH COUNTER, Christanada
Natural Foods, 35 S. 4th. Open 7 days,
a.m. to 7 p.m. 287 5410

Dream Work, Gestalt Methods,
Hypnosis 292,0728. After 7 pm.

five dlys

TAO flirt

SERVICES
LOOKING FOR A PLACE to live?
Better hurry! Lifflited spaces even
able In the College residence halls
Applications may be picked up in the
housing office 319 So, 15th St. No. 6.

3 People needed, separate rooms in
Saratoga hitch. 2 baths 1 acres trees
Peace, $54.50 plus utils. 867.0658.

in r days

One day

Female Roommate wanted. large 2
bed, 2 bath apt, w.pool 02.50 Call 295.
4409 or stop by 555S 10th St. no. 8

OVERSEAS JOBS
Australia,
Europe, S America, Africa, etc.
Students, all professionals and
occupations 5700 to 03000 monthly
Expenses paid, overtime, sightseeing,
free information Write OVERSEAS
RESEARCH BUREAU Box 5591 M
San Diego, Ca 92105

(Count approximately 39 letters
sslt

Female Rmmt. Needed to share turn 1
bdrm Apt. Next to SJS. Non.smoker.
S67.50, 230 E San Salvador. 295.5270.

LEARN SKY-DIVINGFirst lump
course equipment f urn. Stevens Para
Lott Oakland Airport, 569.5358.

CLASSIFIED RATES
HOW TO PLAN 101 R I At. 51.1 ’fist
/
1.1 ituntig
new 20 pg
plus full oilot foldit .111.1 II NJ Bildt

I NEED MY OWN ROOM WITH A
NON SMOKER ROOMATE WHO CAN’
DIG VIOLIN MUSIC. IF YOUR BAG
IS POP MUSIC FORGET IT! JAY, PO
BOX 1472 SAN JOSE, CA, 95109.

Female Rmmt, to share 1 bdrm. apt.
Upper Dry Preferred walking dis.
from SJS 293 3256.

Drug clerk male. part time, must be
experienced. White Front Pharmacy.
Call 2866300

U.S. SURPLUS: Combat boots, field
rackets, camping supplies. Navy pea
r oats, bell bottom pants (denim wool
whites), London Bobby Capes, Spanish
Leather Jackets. HIPPIE FASH
iONS. Furs & Leather JACK 8. PAT’S
100 HAND STORE 375 E Heading
St S J AISO 7036 Thornton ave
Newark 10.5 Mon. Thurs 106 Fri &
sat

Liberal girl wanted to share 2 bedroom
apt. on 12th & San AntLnio w.3 others.
Phone 298.6728 after S.

College Students: Respectable part
time sales on commission basis. Will
train call collect 423 0915 or 475 9907.

SKIS (Head) For Sale. 210 Standard:
Marker toe, flex cable Size 12 Boots.
ALL 075. Call Wes 295 2657

MO VW good condition, new tires,
radio, heater, sun roof, must sell 5300
or best offer 941 7332.

1,2, or 3 Male roomates needed
irnmecl. liz Blk. from campus 455 So
8th no. I. 2137.3661 or 287.6921.

RENT A TV OR STEREO No Deposit,
Free Delivery, Free Service, Call
Esche’s 251 2598.

Part Time or Full time sales, male or
female, 5300 part time guaranteed
Phone Mr. Workman 247 2900.

WATERBEDS From S50. All sizes
incl. Round S. 709 Jumbo. Sexually
benefiC Alive, Moving w you, en
hancing your energies. Healthy, float
ing freely w perfect back support so
you can sleep well YIN YANG
WATERBEDS can be seen at 201
DelmaS Ave. I mi. from SJS on Park
Ave. Will trade waterbed for ???
Phone anytime BUG 1263.

Dorm contract for sale in Royce Hall
call 269 6598 after S pm.

1 Female Roomate to share 2 berm., 1
bath apt with 3 others across street
from campus. Call 289.8387.

Getting Married? Beautiful 2 pc
diamond wedding set. written
appraisal at 5750; asking 5350. terms;
252-4319.

USED BOOKS B RECORDS. Mostly
half once Best selection used paper
hacks in town. especially science
fiction, occult, classics We buy
records in good condition, quality
nooks always Check us out Recycle
Books. 186 So 2nd Street, Open 1010.

( 11 ’I hi/ cut of diamond-the
(mos Ida( i .1 4.liii ins a flamed
culti’t lumps old I hi! gent’, lit,’
loillizrice Susanne II, I h.III
loll
correct cut tofu., lo
lianir 412111,1111,

in
S diamond .
( 3R VI
no,tirril !it .t; at, A ., ,liamnnuh

RADIO KOMES BACK

r: n.
h..

9-i,)

tilt .111411.1.1111,.

Kettle

stereo-Rocb

, s yy, rt,

wilderness area.
Long range goals for the
park include closing the
swimming pool and arcade
activity
the
because
generated by these facilities
is not sympathetic to the
ecological balance of the
park."

10-7
$119.110--0

J-it, 5o. 1.,.01

Functional Transportation ready to
transport 1961 Comet 4 Or Sedan. S100
327 6160

FREE
One

ANNOLINDIMINTS 111

hear dadaiii speak on the attainment
happinessS at the Unitarian Church.
Feb la 7 50 pm. too N 3rd St. San Jose
Call Roy 286 40071.

AMA

at Eagle Rock Hats in the
park at 9:30 a.m. Seed and
sonic cultivating tools will be
provided.
Now, after, 99 years as a
"formal recreation" park,
West says, they’re starting
to "wind do. n". The park is
gradually being made a

Santa Clara Street,meets the
foothills, will be seeded with
clover and trefoil, legtunes
whose roots add nitrogen to
the soil, and the wild flowers
whose roots will help hold in
the soil before the spring
rains.
Helpers are asked to meet

Spartan Daily Classifieds

MatesSeniors.grad. Students. Full
time part 1.me your own hours
Personable, aggressive, professional
Earn up to 57 43 hr Call American
Express Robert Ivory (415) 315-4230
collect,

’Cause Astor Spoils Them -

732 SO. 1ST St.

By ANNA BLACK
Daily Feature Editor
Two enemies have swept
across Alum Rock Park fire and people.
The people, according to
Regional Park Supervisor
Roy West, have virtually
"raped" the land in the
park -climbing on the roots
of trees, trampling little
plants, and dislodging topsoil.
Fire, particularly a 40a(’re brush fire last summer,
has left several hills in the
park nearly bare.
West, today and over the
holidays, is bringing in one
park enemy to fight the
other. People, droves of
them, are invited on those
days to plant wild flower and
grass seeds on the burned
over hills.
RESEEDING SYSTEM
West, said organizing all
the people won’t be a problem. "I know how to do
this -I’m an old CCC
I Civilian Conservation
Corps) boy from the depression days," he said,
referring to the system his
work-crew used to search
and destroy currants and
gooseberrys in Yosemite.
The same system, blocking
out 10’ lanes with twine and
assigning each lane to a pair
of workers, will be used at
Alum Rock, said West.
The park, located where E.

nrlosed Is
Phone

menet

$ODS CHECK.
Olttirg. OK CASH TO SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
5/J1 10St STATE COLLE71, CAI IF,
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